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The Dissident 2023-10-31 a news driven biography of vladimir putin s nemesis alexey navalny lawyer blogger anti corruption crusader protest organizer political opposition leader mayoral and presidential candidate campaign strategist provocateur poisoning victim dissident and now prisoner of conscience and anti war crusader the dissident is the story of how one fearless man offended by the dishonesty and criminality of the russian political system mounted a relentless opposition movement and became president vladimir putin s most formidable rival so despised that the russian leader makes a point of never uttering navalny s name there s an old saying that russia without corruption isn t russia alexey navalny refuses to accept this proposition his stubborn insistence that russians can defy the stereotype and create an entirely different country made him such a threat to putin that the kremlin wanted him exiled or dead and now seems intent on keeping him locked in a prison colony for decades international correspondent david m herszenhorn weaves together the threads of navalny s remarkable life and work the assassination attempt with a military grade nerve agent by an fsb hit squad in siberia his recovery and the vigilante style investigation with news outlet bellingcat to identify and confront his own would be killers navalny s personal biography as part of the generation that straddled the end of the soviet union and birth of the russian federation including childhood summers with his ukrainian grandparents near chernobyl and his fellowship at yale university which spurred conspiracy theories about his ties to the u s his anti corruption investigations that exposed billions in graft at russia s biggest state owned companies and vast bribe taking by top russian officials including his blockbuster revelations about putin s black sea palace his political activism including huge street protests his bid for moscow mayor in 2013 renegade run for president in 2017 his controversial views on nationalism gun rights and crimea his transformation into a prisoner of conscience bravely denouncing putin s war of aggression in ukraine and more riveting and complex the dissident introduces readers to modern russia s greatest agitator a man willing to sacrifice his freedom and even his own life to build the decent democratic country he wants to live in and hopes to pass on to his children

Why Governments and Parties Manipulate Elections 2013-03-18 why do parties and governments cheat in elections they cannot lose this book documents the widespread use of blatant and excessive manipulation of elections and explains what drives this practice alberto simpser shows that in many instances elections are about more than winning electoral manipulation is not only a tool used to gain votes but also a means of transmitting or distorting information this manipulation conveys an image of strength shaping the behavior of citizens bureaucrats politicians parties unions and businesspeople to the benefit of the manipulators increasing the scope for the manipulators to pursue their goals while in government and mitigating future challenges to their hold on power why governments and parties manipulate elections provides a general theory about what drives electoral manipulation and empirically documents global patterns of manipulation

Fallout 2020-07-14 this book is a must buy president donald j trump the russia and ukraine scandals are unraveled corruption and greed exposed no one is better at uncovering the truth than these two investigative journalists gregg jarrett fox news legal analyst and author of the 1 nyt bestsellers the russia hoax and witch hunt an exhaustively researched book that reads like an investigative thriller fallout reveals how obama s russian reset led to corruption scandal and a desperate bid to impeach donald trump in 2015 a major story broke exposing hillary clinton s role in approving the sale of american uranium assets to the russian state nuclear agency rosatom not only did the sale of uranium one put 20 percent of america s domestic uranium supply under the control of vladimir putin there was also evidence that the clintons themselves had hugely profited from the deal when presidential candidate donald trump made uranium one the centerpiece of his crooked hillary attacks the clinton team feared its potential to damage hillary s campaign others in the obama biden camp worried that if elected trump would expose their role in selling out america s security to putin their desperate need to neutralize the issue led them to launch an unprecedented investigation into the trump campaign s purported ties to russia the infamous steele dossier produced by clinton connected fusion gps sparked an
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investigation under fbi director james comey instead of ending after the election the investigation grew bigger eventually leading to comey s firing and the appointment of special counsel robert mueller when mueller failed to find grounds for impeachment democrats seized on an ambiguous phone call with the ukrainian president as a pretext to remove trump from office this gambit blew up in their faces when it exposed the secrets that democrats tried hard to keep buried an indispensable guide to the hidden background of recent events fallout shows how putin s bid for nuclear dominance produced a series of political scandals that ultimately posed one of the greatest threats to our democracy in modern american history

Perpetrators, Accomplices and Victims in Twentieth-Century Politics 2013-09-13 these studies examine the ways in which succeeding democratic regimes have dealt with or have ignored and in several cases sugar coated an authoritarian or totalitarian past from 1943 to the present they treat the relationship with democratization and the different ways in which collective memory is formed and dealt with or ignored and suppressed previous books have examined only restricted sets of countries such as western or eastern europe or latin america the present volume treats a broader range of cases than any preceding account and also a much broader time span investigating diverse historical and cultural contexts and the role of national identity and nationalism studying the aftermath of both fascist and communist regimes in both europe and asia in an interdisciplinary framework while the conclusion provides a more complete comparative perspective than will be found in any other work the book will be of interest to historians and political scientists and to those interested in fascism communism legacies of war democratization collective memory and transitional justice this book was previously published as a special issue of totalitarian movements and political religions

Contemporary Russian Politics 2019-04-16 vladimir putin s return to the kremlin for a fourth presidential term in 2018 has seen russian democracy weaken further and russia s relations with the west deteriorate seriously yet within russia putin s position remains unchallenged and his foreign policy battles have received widespread public support but is putin as safe as his approval ratings lead us to believe and how secure is the regime that he heads in this new book neil robinson places contemporary russian politics in historical perspective to argue that putin s regime has not overcome the problems that underpinned the momentous changes in twentieth century russian history when the country veered from tsarism to soviet rule to post communist chaos the first part of the book outlining why crises have been perennial problems for russia is followed by an exploration of contemporary russian political institutions and policy to show how putin has stabilised russian politics but while putin s achievements as a politician have been considerable in strengthening his personal position they have not dealt successfully with the enduring problem of the russian state s functionality like other russian rulers putin has been much better at establishing a political system that supports his rule than he has at building up a state that can deliver material wealth and protection to the russian people as a result robinson argues russia has been and remains vulnerable to political crisis and regime change

Seablindness 2017-08-29 the challenges to american security in the western pacific the seas that surround europe and the persian gulf are growing at the same time u s military commanders seek more naval forces to protect america s interest in the safe transit of american goods deterrence in a proliferating world and the defense of our key allies at the same time u s defense budgets are shrinking american seapower has not been as small as it is today since before world war i unless reversed u s seapower will continue its decline into the indefinite future as politicians ignore the widening gulf between the cost of modernizing and expanding american seapower and the resources devoted to this most strategic arm of the nation s defense seablindness explains the dilemma it looks at the consequences of neglect including the effect of increased deployments on families global scenarios set in the immediate future the views of america s most knowledgeable military officers the anxious
reactions of u s allies and hard facts to show how a lack of political will is dismantling the nation s global reach and with it our position as the world s great power

Politics and the Ruling Group in Putin s Russia 2008-06-11 there is little consensus about the nature of the political system that has emerged during the putin presidency this collection considers the issues arising in this connection focusing more closely on institutions such as the presidency and the security police and on the socioeconomic dimensions of political power

The russian art of war 2024-01-17 this book examines russian public opinion culture and society in the context of the lies liars and untruths consistent with but not exclusive to the rule of putin based on new research this study applies a new approach and seeks to provide an understanding of russia s socio political environment to outsiders

A Socio-Political Model of Lies in Russia 2016-04-29 the new edition of this extremely well received political biography of vladimir putin builds on the strengths of the first edition to provide the most detailed and nuanced account of the man his politics and his profound influence on russian politics foreign policy and society new to this edition analysis of putin s second term as president more biographical information in the light of recent research detailed discussion of changes to the policy process and the élites around putin developments in state society relations including the conflicts with oligarchs such as khodorkovsky review of changes affecting the party system and electoral legislation including the development of federalism in russia details on economic performance under putin including more discussion of the energy sector and pipeline politics russia s relationship with nato after the big bang enlargement eu russian relations after enlargement and russia s relations with other post soviet states the conclusion brings us up to date with debates over the question of democracy in russia today and the nature of putin s leadership and his place in the world putin is essential reading for all scholars and students of russian politics

Putin 2007-11-13 a perfect mirror to its subject should be compulsory reading observer vladimir putin is a pariah to the west he has the power to reduce the west to nuclear ashes he invades his neighbours meddles in western elections and orders assassinations his regime is autocratic and corrupt yet many russians continue to support him under putin s leadership russia has once again become a force to be reckoned with philip short s magisterial biography explores in unprecedented depth the personality of russia s leader and demolishes many of our preconceptions about putin s russia to explain is not to justify putin s regime is dark but on closer examination much of what we think we know about him turns out to rest on half truths this book is as close as we will come to understanding russia s ruler short s pushback against lazy convenient myth making is refreshing the times elegantly written and pacy financial times extensively covers the dark moments of putin s career the putin of short s book is not someone you would invite to dinner new york times

Putin 2022-06-30 the official u s government report on russian interference in democracy around the world most americans were surprised to learn of russian efforts to manipulate the results of the 2016 presidential election and have become increasingly concerned about the vulnerabilities of our democracy here for the first time in an official u s government report is the fascinating and detailed account of how ex kgb agent vladimir putin has used computer hackers official state spy agencies and even russian organized crime thugs over the past thirty years to achieve his policy agenda not only for russian political domination but also for his own enrichment and the enrichment of the oligarchs who control almost all aspects of the russian economy this complete report includes chapters on putin s rise and motivations manipulation and repression inside russia old active measures and modern malign influence operations weaponization of civil society ideology culture crime and energy kremlin interference in semi consolidated democracies and transitional governments kremlin interference in consolidated democracies multilateral and u s efforts to counter the kremlin s asymmetric arsenal in putin s asymmetric
assault on democracy in Russia and Europe, we learn about Vladimir Putin's rise to power through the KGB to mayor of St. Petersburg and eventually as head of the Russian state. We discover the history of how Putin used classic Cold War KGB tactics by weaponizing civil society, culture, ideology, and Russia's criminal element against the nascent Russian democracy by cultivating and using ties to NGOs, think tanks, extremist political groups, the Russian Orthodox Church, industrial and energy policy, and the Russian mafia. We also see how the Kremlin then exported this political extortion, intimidation, and monetary corruption first to its Eastern European neighbors, then to their Western partners in the European Union and how it has now landed on America's shores just as certain people in the intelligence community became increasingly alarmed at the growing strength and sophistication of Al Qaeda in the late 1990s. The Senators and staffers of the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations are giving the nation fair warning of a 9/11 level assault on the United States this time by Russia's spy agencies. Putin's asymmetric assault on democracy in Russia and Europe reveals not only the history of Russia's devastating tactics but how to recognize and counter them.

Putin's asymmetric assault on democracy in Russia and Europe 2018-04-24 According to Dieter Dettke, Germany's refusal to participate in the Iraq war signaled a resumption of the country's willingness to assert itself in global affairs, even in the face of contradictory U.S. desires. Germany says no reviews the country's actions in major international crises from the first Gulf War to the war with Iraq, concluding in contrast to many models of contemporary German foreign policy that the country's civilian power paradigm has been succeeded by a defensive structural realist approach. Dettke traces the implications of this change for Germany's participation in multilateral institutions as well as bilateral relations with the United States, France, Russia, China, and India.

Germany Says "No" 2009-09-25 Vladimir Putin's image functions as a political talisman far outside of the borders of his own country. Studying material objects, fan fiction, and digital media, Putin's kitsch in America traces the satirical uses of Putin's persona and how he stands as a foil for other world leaders. Uncovering a wide variety of material culture, satirical, scatological, even risqué made possible by new print on demand technologies, Alison Rowley argues that the Internet is crucial to the creation of contemporary Putin memorabilia. She explains that these items are evidence of young people's continued interest and participation in politics, even as some experts decry what they see as the opposite. The book addresses the ways in which explicit sexual references about government officials are used as everyday political commentary in the United States. The number of such references skyrocketed during the 2016 U.S. presidential election campaign. Turning a critical eye to Putin's kitsch suggests that the phenomenon will continue when Americans next return to the polls. An examination of how the Russian president's image circulates via memes, parodies, apps, and games in America illustrates how technological change has shaped both the kinds of kitsch being produced and the nature of political engagement today.

Putin Kitsch in America 2019-09-19 Since the end of the Cold War, more and more countries feature political regimes that are neither liberal democracies nor closed authoritarian systems. Most research on these hybrid regimes focuses on how elites manipulate elections to stay in office in places as diverse as Bolivia, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, Serbia, Thailand, Ukraine, and Venezuela. Protest in the streets has been at least as important as elections in bringing about political change. The politics of protest in hybrid regimes builds on previously unpublished data and extensive fieldwork in Russia to show how one high-profile hybrid regime manages political competition in the workplace and in the streets. More generally, the book develops a theory of how the nature of organizations in society-state strategies for mobilizing supporters and elite competition shape political protest in hybrid regimes.

The Politics of Protest in Hybrid Regimes 2010-12-20 Philosophizing the indefensible asks what distinctive contributions political philosophers might make when reflecting on blatant moral failures in public
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policy the kinds of failures that philosophers usually dismiss as theoretically un interesting even if practically important this book argues that political philosophers can and should craft strategic arguments for public policy reforms showing how morally urgent reforms can be grounded for the sake of discussion even in problematic premises associated with their opponents the book starts by developing the general contours of this approach defending its general moral value in a democratic society and examining how far one might go in strategically deploying dubious or even repugnant premises in debating public affairs the book then applies strategic theorizing to a set of diverse policy issues these range from the abortion debate and financial regulation in the united states through controversies surrounding the participation of arab parties in israel s political process to global issues such as commercial ties with oil rich dictatorships and the bearing of such ties on global climate change

Philosophizing the Indefensible 2023-09-25 the fall of the berlin wall in 1989 ushered in a tumultuous period for russia and ukraine the soviet union broke apart communism was exposed as morally bankrupt and russian leaders turned to the west for help in an astonishing development mikhail gorbachev and boris yeltsin invited a group of american evangelicals to give advice on restoring morality to russia the nation was moving toward democratic and religious freedoms until one decade later vladimir putin abruptly reversed course he labeled most religious organizations as foreign agents and set in motion an aggressive plan to restore the pride of the russian world putin s alliance with the russian orthodox church and his hostility to true democracy led to the brutal invasion of ukraine which had opted for freedom and democracy other books have analyzed the economic and social dynamics in russia and ukraine after 1991 this one chronicles a previously untold story the role religion played in the dissolution of the soviet union the rise of a newly autocratic russia and the emergence of democracy in ukraine what lay behind the radically different paths chosen by two former soviet republics

What Went Wrong? 2024-02-02 this title was first published in 2001 this study attempts to present a broad picture of political economic and social developments in russia at the start of the 21st century it provides an overview of the legacy of the yeltsin era and attempts to outline major limitations and policy choices that putin is facing the book contains an in depth analysis of power stuggles in russia the background to vladimir putin s rise to presidency the role of oligarchs and other pressure groups in russia there is also a focus on economic social and financial developments in russia with an overview of russian foreign military and social policies as well as looking at its level of development when compared with other countries

Russia After Yeltsin 2018-02-06 this book examines the preventive counter revolution a programme of reforms and repression that transformed the face of russian politics during vladimir putin s second term as president kremlin propagandists hailed this programme as a defence of national sovereignty against western attempts to foment a velvet revolution in russia but this book shows that the putin regime was reacting to a real domestic threat opposition leaders and youth activists who had begun to employ velvet revolutionary methods in a campaign to harness popular grievances and to challenge putin in the streets and at the ballot box it traces the formulation and implementation of the regime s two track response which was based on a careful analysis of the lessons of the recent velvet or coloured revolutions in georgia and ukraine the first track was repressive the imposition of controls on ngos restrictions on electoral competition and a crackdown on opposition demonstrations the second was the mobilisation of supporters in patriotic youth organisations that employed both gang violence and velvet revolutionary techniques drawing on a wide range of russian language sources including opposition activists blogs this book charts the end of russia s experiment with liberal democracy and the emergence of a new type of authoritarian order

Putin’s Preventive Counter-Revolution 2013-02-11 the twentieth and twenty first centuries have seen states engaged in long term conflicts with asymmetrically weaker non state actors nsa states aim to end these conflicts as quickly as possible by combining force and diplomacy to socialize these militants meaning give them the characteristics of states in order to make a credible bargain achievable the
militant's characteristics determine the state's optimal strategy in times of conflict. Politicians and pundits often march out an oft-cited phrase in support of negotiations: 'if you want to make peace, you don't talk to your friends; you talk to your enemies.' This is only possible when the opponent is willing to make peace under acceptable terms and able to enforce abidance. Some opponents have an ideologically driven fundamental purpose that precludes renouncing violence under terms that a state could accept; others have reasonable demands and are structured in a way that allows productive negotiations. In other cases, the non-state militant is not yet the type that can be bargained with but can be socialized into this type through a state's correct application of force and diplomacy. I call this socialization logic.

I argue that optimally states tailor their strategy to socialize with their opponent to make it possible to successfully negotiate peace. In practice, the state's strategy is often distorted by its internal and external constraints. Socialization logic provides a novel typology of non-state militants based on how well interstate conflict bargaining concepts can be applied to them. It looks beyond tactics to systematize a framework for understanding how leaders tailor strategy towards non-state opponents based on their characteristics. Socialization logic examines the NSA type as endogenous to the strategy that the state employs and provides a framework for leaders to design a strategy to end the conflict. Finally, socialization logic synthesizes critical NSA attributes ideology, leadership structure, and governance function and the state's strategy distorted by constraints into an interactive model through 41 interviews. Primary and secondary source data analyze the United States, Russia, and Israel's asymmetric conflicts with militants and demonstrate that socialization logic most comprehensively explains their strategies throughout those conflicts.

Socializing Militants: How States End Asymmetric Conflict with Non-State Militants. 2023-05-09

Drawing on recently declassified material, the contributors strip away the propaganda and preconceptions of the past to present an absorbing account of the rise and fall of a superpower from the 14th century to the 1990s.

Russia. 2009

This new book analyzes the security policy of the Russian Federation internally as well as externally on all levels of strategy. It describes military and political decision-making from Moscow's grand strategy to the use of a single fighter aircraft in Chechnya. In this analysis, Russia's security forces are used as a model for all services of the armed forces. The Chechen conflicts and NATO's security policy have been dominant factors in the development of Russia's security policy during the period 1992-2002. The use of air power in the Chechen conflicts is used here as a case study for testing political and military strategic objectives with regard to NATO's security policy. This study shows that the eastward enlargement of this alliance as well as its use of force in Bosnia and Kosovo have caused an increase in anti-Western tendencies in Russian security thinking.


The author regards the Russian totalitarianism as a socio-political structure that originated in Russia in 1917, a phenomenon that exerted a demonstration effect on other countries of the Judeo-Christian civilization. The main attention is paid to the first decades of the 21st century when a new totalitarian model is emerging in the country, having an increasing influence on the rest of the world.

The Russian Totalitarianism. Freedom here and now. 2018-04-14

This book explores why there is a major war again in Europe. Putin's actions need to be understood if not forgiven, with the Ukraine conflict increasingly seen as a proxy war of NATO versus Russia. How likely is the fighting to spread? The author, a highly respected journalist and political commentator, explains why Russia invaded a sovereign neighbour to what extent did NATO's expansion to Russia's borders in the aftermath of the Cold War provoke Putin? Did the West's recent humiliating defeats in the Middle East and South Asia encourage Putin to exploit what he saw as its decadent strategic weakness and lack of resolve? What were the reasons for Russia's savage behaviour in Ukraine? How might the Ukraine war end and what will the post-bellum
world look like the war in ukraine has had worldwide impact with cost of living food and energy crises and raised the risk of nuclear armageddon by accident or intent so this book has universal appeal not just to military buffs it examines the complex military and political issues in layman s language while the story is told as a compelling historical narrative professor moorcraft who has worked in ukraine and has witnessed russian troops in action in afghanistan and other theatres is superbly qualified to write this work

Putin's Wars and NATO's Flaws 2024-01-30 examining us china russia foreign relations explores the changing nature and function of the us china russia strategic triangle from the end of the cold war up to the present gregory hall uses neoclassical realist international relations ir theory to argue that since the mid 2000s the politics of the strategic triangle have been increasingly influenced by factors related to the big3 countries respective domestic environments hall utilizes agency and context for each of the three great powers expanding on previously established frameworks to include a comparative analysis of each actor s domestic environment for foreign policy and the interplay between the domestic and external contexts in ir terms the book identifies and illustrates how factors including systemic state and societal individuals and small groups influence the foreign relations of the big3 hall concludes by exploring the future prospects for great power relations and for global affairs incorporating both theoretical and empirical data to offer a fresh and timely look at the myriad challenges facing the three powers this book provides an excellent companion to students of foreign policy international security and post cold war international politics

Examining US-China-Russia Foreign Relations 2023-03-03 pourquoi l ukraine est en train de perdre la guerre contre la russie comment les deux camps pensent et mènent leurs opérations quelles ont été les erreurs de part et d autre comment l occident a contribué à la défaite ukrainienne pour répondre à ces questions et à bien d autres jacques baud s appuie sur des informations officielles des documents américains occidentaux et russes il explique la manière dont la russie comprend et conduit la guerre il montre combien l incapacité des occidentaux à comprendre cette réalité et leur détermination à affaiblir la russie s est retournée contre l ukraine après les best sellers poutine le maître du jeu opération z et ukraine entre guerre et paix dont le travail d analyse a été salué dans le monde entier et dont les ouvrages ont été traduits dans plusieurs pays l auteur revient sur la guerre en ukraine il expose la manière dont la russie l a menée et comment l image qu en ont donné les occidentaux a conduit l ukraine vers l échec

L'art de la guerre russe 2023-12-22 how to handle russia this question has become ever more prominent as the euro atlantic community s relations with russia languish in systemic crisis with dialogue suspended reciprocal sanctions in place and proxy wars raging the wars in ukraine and syria accusations of russian interference in domestic politics and the attempted murder of the skripals on uk soil have all contributed to soaring tension in the relationship yet faced with this array of serious challenges euro atlantic thinking about russia remains stuck in twentieth century rhetoric trapped by misleading abstract labels and unsure whether to engage moscow in dialogue or enhance deterrence and collective defence instead of thinking in these terms leading russia expert andrew monaghan argues that we must devise a new grand strategy for dealing with the russians examining the ongoing euro atlantic debate over russia and framing moscow s own position towards the west he sets out the foundations of a forward looking strategy one that can accommodate the many complex challenges presented by this new era of competition between russia europe and the united states

Dealing with the Russians 2019-05-29 an astonishingly wide ranging history of russian nationalism chronicling russia s yearning for empire and how it has affected its politics for centuries in 2014 russia annexed crimea and attempted to seize a portion of ukraine while the world watched in outrage this violation of national sovereignty was in fact only the latest iteration of a centuries long effort to expand
russian boundaries and create a pan russian nation in lost kingdom award winning historian serhii plokhy argues that we can only understand the merging of imperialism and nationalism in russia today by delving into its history spanning over two thousand years from the end of the mongol rule to the present day plokhy shows how leaders from ivan the terrible to joseph stalin to vladimir putin have exploited existing forms of identity warfare and territorial expansion to achieve imperial supremacy a strikingly ambitious book lost kingdom chronicles the long and belligerent history of russia’s empire and nation building quest

Lost Kingdom 2017-10-10 this fully updated book offers the first systematic analysis of putin’s three wars placing the second chechen war the war with georgia of 2008 and the war with ukraine of 2014 2015 in their broader historical context drawing on extensive original russian sources marcel h van herpen analyzes in detail how putin’s wars were prepared and conducted and why they led to allegations of war crimes and genocide he shows how the conflicts functioned to consolidate and legitimate putin’s regime and explores how they were connected to a fourth hidden internal war waged by the kremlin against the opposition the author convincingly argues that the kremlin relying on the secret services the orthodox church the kremlin youth nashi and the rehabilitated cossacks is preparing for an imperial revival most recently in the form of a eurasian union an essential book for understanding the dynamics of putin’s regime this study digs deep into the kremlin’s secret long term strategies readable and clearly argued it makes a compelling case that putin’s regime emulates an established russian paradigm in which empire building and despotic rule are mutually reinforcing as the first comprehensive exploration of the historical antecedents and political continuity of the kremlin’s contemporary policies van herpen’s work will make a valuable contribution to the literature on post soviet russia and his arguments will stimulate a fascinating and vigorous debate

Putin’s Wars 2015-07-01 named a best book of the year by the new yorker the new york times book review editors choice a landmark magisterial history of the trial of japan’s leaders as war criminals the largely overlooked asian counterpart to nuremberg nothing less than a masterpiece with epic research and mesmerizing narrative power judgment at tokyo has the makings of an instant classic evan osnos national book award winning author of age of ambition chasing fortune truth and faith in the new china in the weeks after japan finally surrendered to the allies to end world war ii the world turned to the question of how to move on from years of carnage and destruction for harry truman douglas macarthur chiang kai shek and their fellow victors the question of justice seemed clear japan’s militaristic leaders needed to be tried and punished for the surprise attack at pearl harbor shocking atrocities against civilians in china the philippines and elsewhere and rampant abuses of prisoners of war in notorious incidents such as the bataan death march for the allied powers the trial was an opportunity to render judgment on their vanquished foes but also to create a legal framework to prosecute war crimes and prohibit the use of aggressive war building a more peaceful world under international law and american hegemony for the japanese leaders on trial it was their chance to argue that their war had been waged to liberate asia from western imperialism and that the court was victors justice for more than two years lawyers for both sides presented their cases before a panel of clashing judges from china india the philippines and australia as well as the united states and european powers the testimony ran from horrific accounts of brutality and the secret plans to attack pearl harbor to the japanese military’s threats to subvert the government if it sued for peace yet rather than clarity and unanimity the trial brought complexity dissents and divisions that provoke international discord between china japan and korea to this day those courtroom tensions and contradictions could also be seen playing out across asia as the trial unfolded in the crucial early years of the cold war from china’s descent into civil war to japan’s successful postwar democratic elections to india’s independence and partition from the author of the acclaimed the blood telegram which was a pulitzer prize finalist this magnificent history is
the product of a decade of research and writing Judgment at Tokyo is a riveting story of wartime action, dramatic courtroom battles and the epic formative years that set the stage for the Asian postwar era.

Judgment at Tokyo 2023-10-17 a landmark book that completely transforms our understanding of the crisis of liberalism from two preeminent intellectuals. Why did the West after winning the Cold War lose its political balance in the early 1990s? Hopes for the eastward spread of liberal democracy were high and yet the transformation of Eastern European countries gave rise to a bitter repudiation of liberalism.

Ivan Krastev and Stephen Holmes argue that the supposed end of history turned out to be only the beginning of an age of imitation reckoning with the history of the last thirty years. They show that the most powerful force behind the wave of populist xenophobia that began in Eastern Europe stems from resentment at the post-1989 imperative to become Westernized. Through this prism, they provide an ironic fulfillment of the promise that the nations exiting from communist rule would come to resemble the United States in a strange twist.

Trump has elevated Putin’s Russia and Orbán’s Hungary into models for the United States. Written by two preeminent intellectuals bridging the East-West divide, The Light That Failed is a landmark book that sheds light on the extraordinary history of our age of imitation.

The Light That Failed 2019-10-31 on 24 February 2022 Russia invaded Ukraine in a major escalation of the Russo-Ukrainian war which began in 2014 following the 2014 Ukrainian revolution. Russia annexed Crimea and Russian-backed paramilitaries seized part of the Donbas region of southeastern Ukraine which consists of Lugansk and Donetsk oblasts. A regional war in March 2021 Russia began a large military buildup along its border with Ukraine, eventually amassing up to 190,000 troops and their equipment despite the build-up denials of plans to invade or attack Ukraine were issued by various Russian government officials up to the day before the invasion on 21 February 2022.

Russia recognized the Donetsk People’s Republic and the Lugansk People’s Republic two self-proclaimed breakaway quasi-states in the Donbas the next day the Federation Council of Russia authorized the use of military force and Russian troops entered both territories. This book tries to shed light on the causes which led to this war. It presents arguments of both sides carried through the words of presidents Putin and Zelenskyy this edition includes as well the book about the historical background of the conflict and the military actions during the war content the speeches and decisions of Vladimir Putin the speeches and decisions of Volodymyr Zelenskyy the consequence Russo-Ukrainian war.

Russian Invasion of Ukraine: Identity, History & Conflict 2023-11-26 Russia today represents one of the major examples of the phenomenon of electoral authoritarianism which is characterized by adopting the trappings of democratic institutions such as elections, political parties, and a legislature and enlisting the service of the country’s essentially authoritarian rulers. Why and how has the electoral authoritarian regime been consolidated in Russia? What are the mechanisms of its maintenance and what is its likely future course? This book attempts to answer these basic questions.

Vladimir Gelman examines regime change in Russia from the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 to the present day systematically presenting theoretical and comparative perspectives of the factors that affected regime changes and the authoritarian drift of the country. After the fall of the Soviet Union Russia’s national political elites aimed to achieve their goals by creating and enforcing favorable rules of the game for themselves and maintaining informal winning coalitions of cliques around individual rulers. In the 1990s these moves were only partially successful given the weakness of the Russian state and troubled post-socialist economy in the 2000s however Vladimir Putin rescued the system thanks to the combination of economic growth and the revival of the state capacity he was able to implement by imposing a series of non-democratic reforms. In the 2010s changing conditions in the country have presented new risks and challenges for the Putin regime that will play themselves out in the years to come.

Authoritarian Russia 2015-07-01 Astrologers use lunar eclipses for timing and prediction. Our birth charts reveal we belong to a heavenly family. A family of dragons. A family of galvanizing lunar eclipse.
patterns many of which are ancient and have been returning for centuries get ready to meet your dragon family and discover life patterns unknowable by any conventional means of astrological analysis the ancient chinese believed that lunar eclipse occurred when a dragon ate the moon our birth charts reveal we belong to a heavenly family a family of dragons or galvanizing lunar eclipse patterns many of which are ancient and have been returning for centuries to check up on us their earthly kin get ready to meet your dragon family and discover life patterns that have been dancing you through elaborate cosmic steps heretofore unknowable by any conventional means of astrological analysis who wouldn't want to dance with dragons nothing has captured their essence more than this book who are these dragons which dragon family do you belong to which dragon owns the astrological dna of your soul how are dragons influencing your life if you're looking for a precision instrument that is useful reliable and will function 100 percent of the time the forty-seven families of lunar eclipses outlined in this book have quite the stories to tell some are ancient some are new and some have yet to be born but they each have the power to illuminate your sphere of influence we all want to fulfill the highest truest expression of ourselves as human beings and a knowledge of how these lunar saros series eclipses work shines a special quality of light upon our personality and our pathway through the world you will see how the eclipses have impacted lives and brought fame fortune and sometimes despair the author's captivating humor takes the technical astrological data and makes it interesting to even those who are not astrology buffs every astrologer needs this book it is as essential as the ephemerides it will make your practice come alive in ways you have never experienced

Putin's Russia 2003 the first reports seemed absurd a russian dissident formerly an employee of the kgb and its successor the fsb had seemingly been poisoned in a london hotel as alexander litvinenko's condition worsened however and he was transferred to hospital and placed under armed guard the story took a sinister turn on 23 november 2006 litvinenko died apparently from polonium 210 radiation poisoning he himself in a dramatic statement from his deathbed accused his former employers at the kremlin of being responsible for his murder who was alexander litvinenko what had happened in russia since the end of the cold war to make his life there untenable and even in severe jeopardy in britain how did he really die and who killed him in his spokesman and close friend alex goldfarb and widow marina we have two people who know more than anyone about the real sasha litvinenko and about his murder their riveting book sheds astonishing light not just on these strange and troubling events but also on the biggest crisis in relations with russia since the fall of the berlin wall

Where Dragons Dance 2023-11-21 in kremlin winter robert service acclaimed biographer of lenin stalin and trotsky and one of the finest historians of modern russia brings his deep understanding of that country to bear on the man who leads it one of our most accomplished erudite and prolific historians of modern russia rodric braithwaite new statesman vladimir putin has dominated russian politics since boris yeltsin relinquished the presidency in his favour in may 2000 he served two terms as president before himself relinquishing the post to his prime minister dimitri medvedev only to return to presidential power for a third time in 2012 putin's rule whether as president or prime minister has been marked by a steady increase in domestic repression and international assertiveness despite this there have been signs of liberal growth and putin and russia now faces a far from certain future robert service reveals a premier who cannot take his supremacy for granted yet is determined to impose his will not only on his closest associates but on society at large kremlin winter is a riveting insight into power politics as russia faces a blizzard of difficulties both at home and abroad a masterful portrait of putin and russia jack coleman daily telegraph

Death of a Dissident 2012-12-25 old friends one a jew the other a christian leonard lenny grob and john k roth are philosophers who have long studied the holocaust that experience makes us anxious
about democracy because we are also americans living in perilous times the 2020s remind us of the 1930s when nazis destroyed democracy in germany carnage followed in the 2020s donald trump and his followers endanger democracy in the united states with vladimir putin s ruthless assault against ukraine compounding the difficulties democracy must not be taken for granted americans love democracy except when we don t that division and conflict mean that democracy will be on the ballot in the 2024 american elections probing the prospects warnings the holocaust ukraine and endangered american democracy features exchanges between us that underscore the most urgent threats to democracy in the united states and show how to resist them what s most needed is ethical patriotism that urges us americans to be our best selves our best selves defend liberal democracy they strive for inclusive pluralism our best selves resist decisions and policies like those that led to the holocaust or genocidal war in ukraine or conspiracies to overturn fair and free elections in the united states our best selves reject antisemitism and racism they oppose hypocrisy and autocracy our best selves hold lying leaders accountable our best selves believe that against all odds democracy can win out if we never give up trying to be our best

Kremlin Winter 2019-10-03 the sudden collapse of communism stimulated both the rapid emergence of fledgling democracies and scholarly attention to the post communist transition these newly democratized parliaments have been described as parliaments in adolescence this book identifies six parliaments which exemplify the wide range of developments in the new post communist political systems from the stable consolidated democracies to the less stable and more authoritarian states within which their respective parliaments function finally the post communist parliaments are compared with the presumptively more established west european parliaments this book bridges the usual gap in research between the post communist parliaments and more normal democratic parliaments to develop a common legislative research perspective on both new and established parliaments this book was previously published as a special issue of the journal of legislative studies

Warnings 2023-07-06 leading marxist thinkers re evaluate trotsky s key theories an ideal introduction for students

Post-Communist and Post-Soviet Parliaments 2013-09-13

Russia Under Yeltsin And Putin 2002-01-20
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